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摘  要 
 





























The Priority of Claim on the compensation of the construction project is 
provided in Art. 286 of Contract Law of People’s republic of China. However, the 
scope of priority and the practical operation in specific items have not been clarified 
which resulting in the different understandings in juridical practice, simultaneously 
affecting the relevant obligee’s expect to the priority of claim on the funds of project. 
The implementation of Contract Law has not obtained obvious effectiveness in the 
past 12 years, based on the Official Reply on the Issue Concerning the Priority of 
Claim on the Compensation of the Construction Projects In 2002, the Supreme 
People’s Court made juridical interpretations on the Art.286 of Contract Law. But this 
explanation still not fundamentally solved issues arising in juridical practice, no 
comprehensive systematic rules have been made to this priority, therefore obstacles 
still existing either in substance or procedure. On a basis of exploring from theoretical 
and practical perspectives, this paper intends to put forward some suggestions on 
perfecting the system of Priority of Claim on Compensation of Construction Projects 
such as setting up one unified priority system as an independent and stipulated legal 
system; determining the nature of Priority of Claim on Compensation of Construction 
Projects and define its nature as priority；Determining the subject of Priority; 
stipulating and defining the scope of priority;   
And making specification to the procedure of exercising priority.  
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